Simultaneous optimization of crusher and phase cycling schemes for magnetic resonance spectroscopy: an extension of dephasing optimization through coherence order pathway selection.
To extend the dephasing optimization through coherence order pathway selection (DOTCOPS) algorithm, originally designed solely for gradient crusher schemes, to include tailored phase cycling schemes for arbitrary pulse sequences and arbitrary number of coupled spins. The effects all possible nested and cogwheel phase cycling schemes have on the coherence order pathways for an arbitrary experiment are considered. The DOTCOPS algorithm uses a cost function to maximally eliminate unwanted coherence pathways, with schemes preferentially eliminating unwanted coherence pathways that are less affected by the crusher scheme. Efficacy was demonstrated experimentally in 2 separate MR spectroscopy (MRS) sequences: semi-localized adiabatic selective refocusing (sLASER) and MEscher-GArwood sLASER both with phantom and in vivo experiments. For all sequences investigated, cogwheel was found to theoretically outperform typical nested phase cycling schemes. The chosen cogwheel phase cycling schemes through DOTCOPS were found to outperform a typical 2-step phase cycling scheme in both phantom and in vivo experiments. Both crusher schemes and phase cycling schemes with 8, 16, or 32 steps are presented for 6 of the most common advanced MRS sequences. The DOTCOPS algorithm has been extended to provide optimal crusher and phase cycling schemes considered in tandem. DOTCOPS can be applied to any pulse sequence of interest for any number of coupled spins. DOTCOPS is now able to alleviate the long-standing issue of designing effective crusher and phase cycling schemes for complex MRS modern sequences and, as a result, is expected to improve the data quality of virtually all applications.